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A 22 year old male presented to the Emergency Department for 
pressure-like chest pain that began several hours ago. He also noted 
several episodes of cough and hemoptysis. He had no significant medical 
history. He was noted to have a fever, but COVID testing was negative. 
On laboratory testing, he had a significantly elevated D-dimer and 
lactate.  While raising his arms over his head during computerized 
tomography (CT) examination, he was noted to have facial flushing and 
neck swelling. The computed tomography angiography (CTA) Chest 
obtained showed a large anterior mediastinal mass with severe 
narrowing of the Superior Vena Cava (SVC) and sclerotic lesions of his 
thoracic spine suspicious for metastatic disease.  

He underwent ultrasound-guided mediastinal biopsy by Interventional 
Radiology, but the pathological sample was found to be inconclusive. He 
was noted to have acutely increasing swelling of his neck and face 
attributed to the compression of his SVC and several stents were placed 
by Interventional Radiology, restoring patency of the SVC. Patient 
experienced reduced facial swelling and cough immediately after the 
procedure was concluded. He was subsequently started on clopidogrel, 
an antiplatelet medication. A follow-up CTA Chest also demonstrated 
that the hyperdensities involving his spine had completely resolved, and 
were therefore attributed to venous congestion. He was referred to an 
outside institution for further oncologic workup and treatment. A 
surgical biopsy was performed of the mass that demonstrated germ cell 
tumor consistent with seminoma and patient was started on 
chemotherapy.
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Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) after the crossing of a compressed 
superior vena cava from a right internal jugular puncture (Figure 1). 
Three wall stents were subsequently placed in the SVC. Final DSA image 
(Figure 2) demonstrates interval patency of the SVC with brisk central 
venous outflow.

CTA Chest before (Figure 3) and after (Figure 4) placement of stents 
within the SVC. The sclerotic appearing lesions involving the 
cervicothoracic spine are no longer visible. This was likely a vascular 
phenomenon secondary to collateral venous flow related to compression 
of the SVC, resulting in engorgement of the venous plexuses in this 
region. Vascular stenting was successful in making the SVC widely 
patent, with subsequent cessation of the collateral flow.
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SVC syndrome is typically the result of a compressive lesion 
causing central venous stenosis or obstruction. These lesions can 
include mediastinal masses, lung cancers, and aortic aneurysms. 
To elicit symptoms of SVC syndrome, the clinician can utilize 
the Pemberton maneuver, which involves instructing the patient 
to elevate both arms until they touch the sides of the face. A 
positive Pemberton's sign is marked by the presence of facial 
congestion and cyanosis and can progress to respiratory distress 
after approximately a minute. 

While the vivid enhancement of venous collaterals in SVC 
Syndrome is well-known in the viscera, it is rarely described in 
relation to the venous plexuses of the thoracic vertebral bodies, 
particularly in the setting of suspected malignancy, as these can 
be mistaken for osseous metastases. 
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